Reflection Paper for Assignment #1

**DUE:** April 25 (This is the final exam period; class begins at 3:00 that day)

See handout #2 for more information

Write a 3-4 page reflection paper with the following ten sections. Use single spacing, 11-point font, and one-inch margins.

*Include section headings for each of these ten sections.*

1. Team name [Group Identity] and team members
2. Initial Goal that you reported in your proposal
3. Ending Goal that you reached
4. Elevator Speech (You can cut and paste this from the Mgmt 379 web site)
5. Tell the story of what you did. Include the patterns. (For an example, see pages 85-97 in the *Fearless Change* book)
6. In one or two sentences, state how you changed the world. In other words, how is the world a different place as a result of your work on your project?
7. Among all the things you did in this project, describe the one thing that gives you the most pride.
8. Summarize the strengths you have that contributed to your ability to be a leader of change.
9. Opportunity for improvement:
   a) Explain what you learned about yourself that you need to improve in order to lead change again in the future.
   b) Explain why.
   c) Explain what you can and will do to improve in these area(s).
10. List five things you learned as a result of doing your project—these are five pieces of advice you could pass on to future leaders of change. Present these five things in list form, as follows:

    By doing <this – explain what you did>, I learned <this – explain what you learned>...... <follow with a short summary/description>